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1 Introduction

The European Union (EU) introduced the approach of ‘mainstreaming’ conflict prevention into all elements of its programming and policy-making through the European Commission Communication on Conflict Prevention of 2001 and the Partnership Agreement between the African, Caribbean and Pacific (ACP) countries and the EU signed in Cotonou, Benin in 2000 (the Cotonou Agreement). This country report is part of a project studying this new approach. The purpose of this project is to serve as an educational tool about ACP-EU conflict prevention rather than to evaluate what the EU is doing with regard to conflict prevention.

The EU is involved in a wide range of areas and this study has identified seven thematic areas on which to focus: disarmament, demobilisation and reintegration including child soldiers; small arms and light weapons; security sector reform; political dialogue, including good governance, elections and civil society consultation; gender; management of natural resources; and transitional justice. The main report of the study describes in detail what each of these areas entail and what the EU does in general in each of them.

A more thorough examination of EU policy and activity in the seven areas listed above was then conducted through six country case studies. The case study countries are:

- Republic of the Fiji Islands (Fiji)
- Republic of Haiti (Haiti)
- The Federal Republic of Nigeria (Nigeria)
- Somali Republic (Somalia)
- Republic of the Sudan (Sudan)
- Republic of Uganda (Uganda).

The main report and the other case studies are available at: www.quaker.org/qcea

This report begins with a short background of the situation in Sudan. This is followed by a more detailed analysis of the seven thematic issues listed above and how the EU is involved in each of them. The report provides the results of a questionnaire conducted within this study, which was carried out with the European Commission Delegation and civil society organisations in Sudan. Finally, recommendations drawn from the results are presented.
2 The Sudanese Conflict

Sudan is the largest country in Africa, with an area nearly five times as big as that of France. It is characterised by multiple religious, ethnic and socio-economic differences: between Muslims and Christians, Arab and African, nomad and farmer. Sudan shares borders with nine other countries: Egypt, Eritrea, Ethiopia, Kenya, Uganda, Democratic Republic of the Congo (DRC), Central African Republic (CAR), Chad and Libya. It also borders the Red Sea. Khartoum, the capital of Sudan, is situated where the White Nile and the Blue Nile come together to form the Nile and flow north to Egypt and into the Mediterranean. The country's name derives from the Arabic *bilad al-sudan*, which means ‘land of the blacks’.

The history of conflicts within Sudan is long and complex and comprises a number of factors. The major present conflict can best be discussed in terms of two separate conflicts, although the two and their respective rebel groups are inseparably related. The first conflict can be viewed as the North/South divide in Sudan and the second as the conflicts in the Darfur region in western Sudan.

In addition, there has also been substantial fighting in eastern Sudan, where a rebel grouping, the Eastern Front, claimed that they were disfavoured in the government’s distribution of profits made through oil exports. A peace agreement was signed between the Sudanese Government and the Eastern Front in 2006 but the implementation of the agreement is slow. There are also rising tensions in the north of Sudan, where the government plans to build two dams. The dams would provide big parts of Sudan with electrical power but also displace the local population and deprive them of their traditional homelands.

The involvement of neighbouring countries in the conflict must also be taken into account. This report focuses specifically on the north/south conflict and on Darfur.

2.1 The North/South Conflict

Northern and southern Sudan are culturally different, with the north being more influenced by Arabic traditions and predominantly Muslim, whereas people in the south consider themselves as culturally sub-Saharan and are Christian and Animist. The differences were exacerbated through colonial rule, when northern Sudan was governed by the British protectorate Egypt and southern Sudan was administered separately by the British themselves. People were prevented from crossing the north-south divide. Apart from religious and cultural difference, the regions also experience great differences in economic development, with the south being remote and underdeveloped in comparison with the north. Most of Sudan’s oil can be found in the south. Oil is widely considered to be one of the main driving forces behind the continued conflict in Sudan both through the displacement of the people who inhabit the oil-rich regions and by the government being able to use the revenues earned through the oil to fund the military. You can read more about this below in section 7: Sudan and resources.

Sudan gained independence in 1956. A civil war had broken out the year before, due to fears of people in the south that the new nation would be dominated by the north. This conflict lasted until 1972, and came to an end with the signing of the Addis Ababa Agreement. In 1983, the government circumvented the agreement and tried to introduce Islamic Sharia law across Sudan, even in areas where the majority of the population was not Muslim. This was controversial even among the Muslim population, and strongly objected to by the predominantly Christian and animist south. This led to the start of another civil war which since 1983 has killed, according to International Crisis Group, at least 2 million people and displaced a further 4 million.¹

2.1.1 The Sudan People’s Liberation Army/Movement

The Sudan People’s Liberation Movement (SPLM) along with its military faction the Sudan People’s Liberation Army (SPLA) were formed in the same year, 1983, and led by John Garang. As a response to the government’s latest policies, SPLM called for a united, secular and democratic Sudan, which ignited the civil war in the south. President Jaafar Nimeiri ruled the country between 1969 and 1985, when he was ousted through a bloodless coup. Power was handed over to an elected civilian government in 1986, led by Prime Minister Sadiq el Mahdi. A military coup in 1989 again overthrew the government since when the National Congress Party has led the country, headed by President Omar el-Bashir.

Numerous attempts have been made to mediate an end to the conflict since 1989. In 1994 the Intergovernmental Authority on Development (IGAD) launched a mediation process but did not make any major progress until 2001. A first peace agreement and accompanying ceasefire was reached in 2002, leading to the signing of the Comprehensive Peace Agreement in 2005 (explained in further detail in 2.4.1 below). As part of the talks, the SPLM/A agreed that Sharia law could remain in the north but disputed the Sudanese capital, Khartoum, even though it lies in northern Sudan. Other sticking points of the talks included the division of government/civil service jobs and equal distribution of oil revenues throughout the country.

2.2 The Darfur Region

Darfur has been the centre of various conflicts since the mid-1980s when much of the Sahel region was affected by drought, provoking disputes between nomadic Arabs herding livestock and resident agricultural communities. According to a Human Rights Watch Report\(^2\) the conflicts became progressively bloodier with the introduction of automatic weapons, whereas previous disputes were settled through negotiations by traditional leaders on each side with compensation for lost crops. According to the same report, the beginning of real armed violence in Darfur can be dated back to 1987 when disputes over land and livestock were fuelled by the devastating drought of 1984-1985 (credited by many to climatic change warming the waters of the Indian Ocean, which in turn changed the patterns of seasonal monsoons\(^3\)) in which many pastoralists lost all or many of their animals.

Arab/African relations in the region continued to worsen throughout the 1980s and 90s. Politically, Arabs from the northern Nile valley had always been in control of the Sudanese central government and the government has been known to fund and arm various Arab militia groups wreaking havoc against parts of the Sudanese population.

The current conflict in Darfur seems to pit the government of Sudan and Arab militia (the Janjaweed) against Sudanese rebels. The two main Sudanese rebel groups are the Sudan Liberation Army/Movement (SLA/M) and the Justice and Equality Movement (JEM). Despite their differences the groups have cooperated in their fight against the government, however, particularly since the signing of the Peace agreement in May, the rebel groups are beginning to break up into more diverse groups making meaningful dialogue in Sudan increasingly difficult. Both groups have received financial, political and material support from Eritrea. Libya and Chad have also supported the groups, but it is unclear whether this is official government policy or rather support from individual government officials.

2.2.1 The Sudan Liberation Army/Movement

Originally known as the Darfur Liberation Front, the SLA was founded in 2001. The Darfur Liberation Front fought government forces for the improvement of social and economic conditions in Darfur and for the right of the inhabitants of Darfur to have more of a say in the decision-making process,

---


arguing that Darfur had suffered too long as a result of neglect by the government and tried to persuade decision-makers in Khartoum to officially recognise the impoverished region’s particular needs. In 2003 the movement changed name to the SLA, and according to a declaration published by the SLA Secretary General, Minni Arkou Minnawi, ‘the objective of the SLA is to create a united democratic Sudan’\(^4\). In 2003 the movement thus changed its objective from wanting to improve the situation in Darfur to instead focus on all of Sudan. The attacks of the SLA have always been targeted against the government rather than against the Darfurian population e.g. government food and arms bases.

2.2.2 The Justice and Equality Movement

Back in 1989, the current President of Sudan Omar al-Bashir overthrew the government of Sadiq el Mahdi, backed by the leader of the National Islamic Front, Hassan al-Turabi. From this platform Mr Turabi offered African Muslims from peripheral regions of Sudan, like Darfur, a means of obtaining a share of power by participating in government. However in 1999, Turabi tried to introduce a bill into Parliament which would effectively reduce the power of the President. President al-Bashir reacted to this by removing all of the African Muslims appointed by Turabi from government. It was these Darfurian Muslims who went on to found JEM. JEM leader Khalil Ibrahim Muhammad published ‘The Black Book: Imbalance of Power and Wealth in the Sudan’ which accuses Arabs of having a disproportionate representation at the top levels of government and administration.

2.2.3 The Janjaweed Militia

The term *janjaweed* is often mistaken to describe a certain group or ideology whereas the word *janjaweed*, an Arabic colloquialism, essentially means ‘an evil horseman’.\(^5\) It is generally thought that the Janjaweed are Arab nomads who have migrated south due to drought and desertification but many human rights organisations argue that these men are recruited, armed and financed by the Sudanese government. The government denies these claims but organizations such as Human Rights Watch\(^6\) claim official evidence to the contrary.

The Janjaweed fighting is concentrated primarily in the Darfur region of western Sudan and is unrelated to the fighting in the south. The insurgency escalated in February 2003 as the Sudanese government utilized the Janjaweed as its main counter-insurgency force against the SLM and JEM. However the Janjaweed campaign involved mass atrocities targeting civilians in the region of Darfur. A large number of world leaders and countries have declared the Janjaweed killings in Darfur to be genocide since, according to the journal Science\(^7\), no fewer than 200,000 people have been killed either as a result of violence or those dying as a result of conflict-related starvation or disease. In 2004, the U.S. State Department and others named leading Janjaweed commanders including Musa Hilal as suspected genocide criminals. The United Nations (UN) Security Council called for the Janjaweed to be disarmed and disarmament became one of the tasks for the Sudanese government following the recent peace agreements.

---

2.3 Neighbouring Countries

While the Sudanese government, the Janjaweed and the rebel groups mentioned above are the main actors in the conflict, there are various other external actors contributing to the conflict.

2.3.1 Chad

According to a Human Rights Watch report⁸ several Chadian actors are involved in the conflict. These include Chadian civil communities aligned with both sides of the conflict; the Chadian authorities; members of the Chadian armed forces, and armed groups operating across the border (profiting from looting and stealing). It is generally agreed that ‘Arab’ Chadians form a large part of the Janjaweed militia force. Thousands of refugees from Darfur and western Sudan have fled to Chad to escape the Janjaweed atrocities.

In May 2007, following a series of border clashes between the two countries the previous month, Sudanese President Omar al-Bashir and Chadian President Idriss Déby Itno signed a reconciliation agreement committing each of the parties to refrain from supporting rebels in the other country.⁹

2.3.2 Uganda

The Sudanese government was suspected of supporting the Lord’s Resistance Army (LRA) fighting against the Ugandan government in the north of Uganda. Similarly the Ugandan government was suspected of supporting Sudanese rebel groups. When both governments agreed to withdraw their respective support, the LRA began to wreak havoc on South Sudanese villages. For detailed information on the role of Uganda in southern Sudanese conflict, see this study’s report on Uganda¹⁰.

2.4 Peace Agreements

2.4.1 Comprehensive Peace Agreement

A peace agreement was signed between the Sudanese government and the SPLM/A rebels in the south in January 2005 which led to a ceasefire agreement. This is commonly known as the ‘Comprehensive Peace Agreement’ (CPA). Some of the most important points of the agreement are:

• the south will be given autonomy for an interim period of 6 years, followed by a referendum in 2011 with the option of independence from Sudan;
• John Garang, the leader of SPLM/A, shall be First Vice President, and SPLM/A are also given 28 percent of the seats in the National Government;
• Sharia law is to be applied only in the north and only to Muslims;
• the oil revenues in the south are to be shared 50-50 between the north and the south;
• the forces of the National Government and SPLA are to remain separate, but integrated units of 21 000 troops are to be formed;
• the government has two and a half years to withdraw 91 000 troops from the south, and SPLA has eight months to withdraw its troops from the north;
• the north and the south shall have separate banking systems and currencies.¹¹

---

⁸ Human Rights Watch, Darfur in Flames: Atrocities in Western Sudan
¹⁰ Available at: www.quaker.org/qcea
According to Sudan Watch\textsuperscript{12} there have been violations of this agreement but generally speaking, the CPA has significantly reduced armed conflict between north and south. Former SPLM/A leader, John Garang, was sworn in as Vice President of Sudan and became the second most powerful figure in the country, having signed a power-sharing constitution with President al-Bashir. Following the death of Garang in July 2005 in a helicopter crash, he was succeeded by Salva Kiir Mayardit. Garang’s death led to violence since many of his supporters were suspicious as to whether Garang’s death really was an accident.

2.4.2 Darfur Peace Agreement

The Darfur Peace Agreement (DPA) agreement between the government and SLA leader Minnie Minawi was signed in May 2006. The DPA has been welcomed as an important first step but is considered to have serious flaws. According to a report by International Crisis Group the fact that the agreement was signed by only one of Sudan’s rebel groups is a serious problem and argues that, ‘if the DPA is not to leave Darfur more fragmented and conflict-prone than before, the international community must rapidly take practical measures to shore up its security provisions, improve prospects for displaced people to return home, bring in the holdouts and rapidly deploy a robust UN peacekeeping force with Chapter VII authority.’\textsuperscript{13} The Sudanese government has agreed on paper to allow UN troops into the country through a hybrid African Union (AU)/UN mission, UNAMID. By the end of 2007 26,000 troops should have been deployed, but due to resistance from the government only 8,000 were.\textsuperscript{14} The successful deployment of the mission has moreover been hindered by unwillingness of other countries to support it through for instance military equipment.

\textsuperscript{12} Sudan Watch, \textit{South Sudan ceasefire violation: SAF ambush SPLA forces at Kharasana nr oil-rich Abyei, killing 12, wounding 26 soldiers} (8 March 2006) [on-line], accessed on 10 November 2007, available at http://sudanwatch.blogspot.com/2006/03/south-sudan-ceasefire-violation-saf.html


\textsuperscript{14} Uppsala universitet, Department of Peace and Conflict Research: Conflict Database, \textit{Africa, Sudan, General Information}
Disarmament, Demobilisation and Reintegration (DDR) in Sudan is very complex and is considered in two sections to make things a little simpler. DDR is already underway in the South of Sudan, as enabled under the Comprehensive Peace Agreement. DDR is comprehensively planned for in the western parts of the country under the Darfur Peace Agreement, but this is not yet being carried out.

3.1 DDR under the Comprehensive Peace Agreement

After two and a half years of negotiations, on 9 January 2005, the IGAD-sponsored peace talks between the government of Sudan and the SPLM/A concluded with the signing of a Comprehensive Peace Agreement. The CPA has three main sections, which outline agreements relating to ceasefire arrangements, the Armed Forces, and the establishment of DDR institutions.

In accordance with the CPA, the DDR institutions in Sudan are the National Council for DDR Coordination (NCDDRC), the North Sudan DDR Commission (NSDDRC), and the South Sudan DDR Commission (SSDDRC). The NCDDRC is a joint body responsible for overall policy formulation, coordination and evaluation of the DDR process. The two Commissions are political bodies with representation of civil society, which are responsible for the design, implementation and management of the DDR process. According to Article 24.4 of the CPA: 'No DDR planning, management, or implementation activity shall take place outside the framework of the recognized interim and permanent DDR institutions.'

3.1.1 The Beginnings: Interim DDR Programme

The Interim DDR Programme (IDDRP) in Sudan for the period 1 July 2005 - 30 June 2006, as set out in the CPA, aimed to build capacity for the three DDR institutions as well as implement DDR processes among priority target groups (women and children associated with armed forces and groups and disabled former combatants). The overall objective of the IDDRP was to lay the groundwork for the formal implementation of a multi-year DDR programme in the future. According to the Regional Centre on Small Arms website, the IDDRP also acknowledged the importance of:

- a community driven and gender inclusive approach;
- balancing equity and security (to reinforce the approach that former combatants are target groups, but communities are the ultimate beneficiaries of the results of DDR);
- responsiveness to disparate and changing conditions;
- the mandate to ‘Do No Harm’ (to avoid negative impacts in communities in relation to potential or current conflict or insecurity).

The IDDRP Programme was funded through:

- UN Assessed Budget for DDR through the United Nations Mission in Sudan (UNMIS);
- voluntary Contribution from Donors, including the European Commission, through the United Nations Development Programme (UNDP);
- Government of National Unity through the NSDDRC;
- Government of South Sudan through the SSDDRC.

17 ibid., p. 5
3.1.2 Next Steps: Phase One of the DDR Programme

According to the December 2006 Sudan UN DDR Newsletter, the transition from the interim to the formal Phase One of the DDR programme was already under way and would continue into early 2007. In November 2006, the UN DDR Unit, the NSDDRC, and the Sudanese Armed Forces (SAF) took part in a workshop in Khartoum to prepare for the transition period to come. As a result of the workshop, it was announced that 22,000 ex-combatants from SAF, 17,000 from the Popular Defence Forces, 5,000 from Other Armed Groups and 5,000 disabled ex-combatants (from all forces and groups) would be put forward as candidates to participate in the DDR process. This was heralded by the UN as the first crucial step which will allow DDR Phase One to move into its operational stage. The next step will be the verification process, beginning with the pre-registration of those candidates which have been put forward. This process began in December 2006, with over twenty registration sites set up in various locations, including SAF barracks and military hospitals. Interestingly, at least one of the data collectors at each site is an SAF officer who can identify each soldier from his battalion who comes to register.

The DDR has not been implemented as planned due to mainly the lack of agreement between the different parties on issues such as the number of beneficiaries and the timeline for operations. The UN DDR Unit anticipates that progress should recommence in September 2008.

An important challenge to bear in mind when dealing with DDR in Sudan is the inadequacy of information relating to the number of combatants expecting to benefit from DDR in Sudan. In a recent article, Robert Muggah at the Small Arms Survey, Geneva, comments that ‘although peace agreements often include projections for armed forces and the police in newly constituted security forces, they seldom adequately reflect the number of combatants, guerrillas and militia factions on the payroll or under arms.’ Muggah explains that, although the Sudanese government estimates the northern faction of the Sudanese People’s Defence Force (SPDF) at 43,000 with hundreds of thousands more in other factions, and the SPLM puts its numbers at 260,000, these figures could be grossly exaggerated by up to ten fold.

3.1.3 Target Groups that Benefit from DDR Activities under the CPA

According to the UNMIS website, Phase One of the DDR programme will target:

- Children
- Displaced Persons
- Vulnerable Groups
- Support to Local Authorities

With the signature of the Comprehensive Peace Agreement (CPA), the government of Sudan and the Sudan People’s Liberation Movement have agreed to the demobilization of all child ex-combatants within a six month time frame, although the UNMIS website explains that this was perhaps ‘overly ambitious...to expect the deadline to be met.’ The UN DDR programme aims to demobilise all children under the age of 18 and remove them from armed forces and groups in Sudan, to return children associated with armed forces and groups to families, to implement inclusive community-based reintegration for vulnerable children, to carry out monitoring and prevent the recruitment and re-recruitment of children. By August 2006, 213 children in North Sudan and 894 in South Sudan had been demobilized and returned to their families. Child reintegration programmes might include targeted catch up education for children who have been not been able to attend school, as well as relevant and appropriate vocational or skills training for children who cannot return to school.

---

19 Personal correspondence with staff at the UN DDR Unit, e-mail received 14 May 2008, and Integrated UN DDR Unit, DDR Programme Update (April 2008)
According to the United Nations Children’s Fund (UNICEF), more than 3,500 child soldiers were demobilized in southern Sudan in phase one of the DDR process, which began in February 2001. UNICEF also reports that the Sudan People’s Liberation Movement/Army (SPLM/A) began demobilizing its child soldiers, with UNICEF assistance, since October 2001.

Women
A 2005 UNMIS report explains that the relationships between women and armed forces and groups in Sudan are complex because women have taken a wide variety of roles. Some women have fought as combatants or at least have been trained in weaponry in order to defend villages; others have provided direct support as intelligence gatherers, cooks and porters. An SPLA audit indicates that there could be as many as 1800 female combatants in the SPLA alone. Within the community, many women have lost their husbands and male children in the conflict, leading to a large number of female-headed households and war widows. Abuse of women by armed forces and groups through abduction, rape, repeated sexual abuse, forced marriage as well as prostitution as a means to survive has also been significant throughout the conflict.

According to the report, it is estimated that a total of 5,600 Women Associated with Armed Forces and Groups (WAAFG) would be targeted for support under the IDDRP (some 3,500 in the south and some 2,100 in the north). The UN DDR programme aims to identify, screen and register WAAFG, to design strategies for effective support for their reintegration, to address urgent protection cases and the special needs of WAAFG in areas where armed forces are redeploying addressed. It also aims to undertake evaluation of the IDDRP activities to inform special groups and multi year strategies.

Disabled People
The UN DDR programme will focus on screening and registering of disabled former combatants, designing strategies for effective support for reintegration, conducting pilot reintegration activities, and evaluating these activities in order to inform special groups and multi-year strategies. According to the interim report, the number of war wounded in Sudan, who are physically or mentally challenged and require support services to assist them in their reintegration is currently unknown. However, a particular focus on those who, among the recognized ex-combatants, can be defined as ‘disabled’ has been included in the CPA. It differentiates between a fully ‘physically disabled’ ex-combatant and a ‘war wounded’ ex-combatant with partial disabilities. The difference is that a war-wounded ex-combatant would still be considered to be able to create an independent life for him/herself whereas the social and economic independence of a fully ‘physically disabled’ person is significantly limited. It also explains the distinction between mental ‘disability’ and mental health problems. Mental disability might include organic brain damage or schizophrenia whereas mental health problems are mental problems which might arise due to the stresses of war or other life situations such as depression, post-traumatic stress disorder or anxiety.

Ex-combatants with severe psycho-social problems might be included in the early demobilization process, for both humanitarian and security reasons. Without adequate support, they are more likely to develop problems with alcohol and/or drug abuse that can lead to family and community violence, suicide, crime, etc. Furthermore, they can be an added burden to their families since they are unable to return to their previous work and may require ongoing medical, rehabilitation and social assistance. They might be stigmatized by their families or communities and rejected due to the commitment that is required to help care for them.

---

24 Ibid., p. 10
People affected by HIV/AIDS
Another significant development of the DDR process in Sudan is the commitment of both North and South Sudanese DDR Commissions to integrate HIV awareness and prevention into their DDR programming. The UN Population Fund will assist in this task. HIV prevention and awareness is a particularly significant yet often neglected issue when addressing the reintegration of ex-combatants. The perception in the local community that ex-combatants are a higher risk group for HIV infection can lead to stigmatisation and hinder social reintegration.

3.1.4 The EU’s Contribution to DDR under the CPA
The Country Strategy Paper for Sudan for the period 2005-2007\(^{25}\) states that:

> In the framework of the current Country Strategy, direct support for the Peace Process, as well as for peace-building activities will be intensified. In the event of a peace agreement these will include Demobilisation, Disarmament and Reintegration (DDR) operations that could include demining, training of security forces and any other action for which provision is made under Article 11 of the Cotonou Agreement.\(^{26}\)

The main way in which the EU contributes to DDR in Sudan is through its support of the UN DDR programme, as outlined above.

3.1.5 UNMIS
As described in the Comprehensive Peace Agreement (CPA) and mandated by UNSC Resolution 1590, the UN Mission in Sudan is ‘to assist in the establishment of the disarmament, demobilization and reintegration programme as called for in the Comprehensive Peace Agreement, with particular attention to the special needs of women and child combatants, and its implementation through voluntary disarmament and weapons collection and destruction.’\(^{27}\)

In Sudan, the UN has established a UN DDR Unit which is a joint unit, composed of UNMIS, UNDP and UNICEF. The UN DDR Unit provides technical support to the two DDR commissions in the north and south. The support can include general capacity building as well as programme development and coordination on the ground. The UN DDR Unit also provides support for fund raising and management, and donor liaison.

The European Commission has contributed 8 million euros as voluntary contribution towards the Interim DDR Programme in Sudan. A further 4 million Euros have also been pledged, bringing the total to date to twelve million euros.\(^{28}\)

3.2 DDR under the Darfur Peace Agreement
Signed in May 2006, the DPA makes very specific plans for DDR in the north of the country once a successful ceasefire agreement has been implemented and maintained and the African Union Mission in Sudan (AMIS) has declared that the Janjaweed militia has been successfully disarmed. Of course, these very challenging preconditions make it unlikely that DDR will begin in the north any time soon but it is certainly positive that the central importance of DDR has been acknowledged in the DPA.

---

\(^{25}\) A new Country Strategy Paper (2008-2013) is being developed, but has not been agreed upon at the time of writing.


\(^{27}\) UNMIS, *DDR Unit* [on-line], accessed on 10 November 2007, available at [http://www.unmis.org/english/ddr.htm](http://www.unmis.org/english/ddr.htm)

\(^{28}\) Personal correspondence with UN DDR Unit, email dated 22 February 2007 and with the Commission, e-mail dated 21 May 2007
In accordance with the DPA, the government of Sudan submitted a plan for disarming the Janjaweed on 24 June 2006. According to a report by the UN Peace and Security Council, AMIS has reviewed this plan and discussed its observations with the government, which is expected to submit a revised plan in due course.\(^9\) The UN report also outlines that, in the meantime, partial disarmament of Janjaweed elements took place in Kas, south Darfur, on 22 June 2006, during which 130 weapons and ammunitions were collected by the government. These weapons are under the joint custody of the government of Sudan and AMIS. Generally speaking however, reports of the progress of disarming the Janjaweed have been far from positive. Back in November 2006, the UN itself reported that, thus far, the Sudanese government has been unsuccessful in fulfilling its promise to disarm the militias.\(^10\)

Following the disarmament of the Janjaweed, the DPA allows for ex-combatants to be either demobilised completely or returned into their communities as civilians; or to seek employment within Sudan’s security institutions.\(^31\)

To achieve the smooth reintegration of former combatants into the security services, the Transitional Darfur Regional Authority (TDRA) will establish the following bodies:

- A Darfur Security Arrangements Implementation Commission (DSAIC) and various subsidiary bodies as necessary. Its members shall include the Governors of the three Darfur States, a representative of the Chief of Staff of the SAF, a representative of the National Council for DDR Coordination, three representatives nominated by the Movements\(^32\), a representative of the Joint Commission, representatives of the AMIS and the Chairperson of the Security Advisory Team referred to below and other persons required to implement integration.
- A Security Advisory Team (SAT) staffed by technical experts from a country or countries acceptable to the Parties, or from an international or regional organization, to support the integration of former combatants and the restructuring of selected security institutions.
- A Technical Integration Committee (TIC) to design, plan, implement, manage, and monitor the integration of former combatants. The TIC shall develop the Integration of Former Combatants Plan (ICP) within 60 days of its establishment. The TIC shall comprise representatives from the Movements, the SAF, the SAT, AMIS, and other technical advisors chosen by the DSAIC. Representatives of the Movements and the SAF shall serve as co-Chairpersons of the TIC.

It is stressed throughout that provision will be made to take into account the special needs of women and children in the DDR process. For example, it is underlined that former combatants and non-combatants under the age of eighteen shall not be accepted into any of the Sudanese national security institutions.

The TIC, as outlined above, will be responsible for generating the ‘Integration of Former Combatants Plan’ (ICP). It was agreed within the DPA that, in parallel with security sector reforms and subject to eligibility:

- 4000 former combatants from the Movements’ forces shall be integrated into the SAF.
- Priority shall be given to the re-absorption of former combatants who previously served in the SAF and who left service or were dismissed as a result of the conflict in Darfur. These former combatants shall enter the SAF at their former rank.
- 1000 former combatants from the Movements shall be integrated into Sudanese National Police Force and other security institutions of Sudan, particularly the Border Guards and the Popular

---


\(^32\) ‘Movements’ refers to the Sudan Liberation Movement/Army (SLM/A) and the Justice and Equality Movement (JEM).
Defence Forces. In exceptional circumstances, formed units may be integrated into such
security institutions.

- An additional 3000 former combatants shall be supported through specific education and
training programmes developed in coordination with the Movements.
- Former combatants shall comprise approximately thirty-three per cent of newly integrated
battalions. In areas to be agreed, former combatants shall comprise up to half of newly
integrated battalions. All former combatants shall be integrated into such battalions in groups
of approximately 100-150 former combatants.

Assembly of former combatants will be monitored by AMIS. Under the DPA, AMIS has been granted
unhindered access to all Assembly sites. The DDR process will then be executed at these assembly
sites under the control of AMIS.

The following principles will apply to the DDR process:

- Awareness orientation, sensitisation and training of commanders and their forces on DDR, the
peace process and their respective roles and responsibility
- Before their destruction, storage of weapons shall be in containers at designated locations
under dual lock, with the Movements in control of one key and AMIS in control of the other key
- Registration, screening and categorization of Movement Forces shall be conducted prior to
demobilization
- Demobilization and reinsertion of disabled combatants shall commence immediately
- The Parties agree that former combatants under the age of 18 shall not be moved to Assembly
sites but shall instead be disarmed and demobilized separately and that child disarmament and
demobilization shall commence immediately after the signing of this Agreement.

For those ex-combatants who do not wish to serve in the security services, the DPA makes provision
for their social and economic reintegration into society. The text specifies that the reintegration
programme should encourage the participation and strengthen the capacity of the communities
themselves and civil society organisations to assist in the reintegration of these former combatants.
Specific programmes for the reintegration of women and children are foreseen, with advice from
UNICEF and other international bodies.

3.2.1 The EU’s Contribution to DDR Planned under the DPA

The EU supported the African Union Mission in Sudan, AMIS, which operated mainly in the Darfur
region. It was founded in 2004, and replaced at the end of 2007 by the joint African Union/United
Nations Hybrid operation, UNAMID. You can read more about the EU support to AMIS later in this
report, under ‘political dialogue in Sudan’.

A UN-led force was originally proposed for September 2006, but because of Sudanese government
opposition, it was not implemented at that time. UNAMID was authorized by Security Council
resolution 1769 of 31 July 2007. The Council authorized UNAMID to take necessary action to support
the implementation of the Darfur Peace Agreement, as well as to protect its personnel and
civilians, without ‘prejudice to the responsibility of the Government of Sudan’. 33

UNAMID ‘has the protection of civilians as its core mandate, as well as contributing to security for
humanitarian assistance, monitoring and verifying implementation of agreements, assisting an
inclusive political process, contributing to the promotion of human rights and rule of law, and
monitoring and reporting on the situation along the borders with Chad and the CAR’. 34

33 UNAMID, Darfur - UNAMID - Background [on-line], accessed on 26 February 2008 at:
34 Ibid.
4 Small Arms and Light Weapons

A letter from the Permanent Mission of the Republic of Sudan to the UN in 2003 concerning the UN Programme of Action on small arms and light weapons (SALW), explains the two main causes of small arms proliferation in Sudan:

- **The War in South Sudan**
  Migration of people fleeing from the war to secure area has led to the proliferation of crimes in which weapons are used. Most of the migrants already possess weapons, and dispose of them by selling them on to others.

- **The Security Situation in Neighbouring Countries**
  Sudan is surrounded by nine countries, most of which have experienced, and continue to experience, political, economic and social instability. Due to its geographical location, Sudan has become a focus for legal and illegal migration. Many refugees enter the country with weapons and then sell them to citizens in adjacent areas, thus contributing greatly to the illicit trade in such weapons. The proliferation of weapons in this manner has given rise to armed robbery, tribal conflict and other organized forms of crime.35

According to a 2000 survey, the Sudanese police authorities have collected 9,441 pieces of small arms but believe that for every one piece collected, another 13 are hidden. Their belief is that there are about 132,174 pieces of illicit small arms in Darfur.36

According to the same report, police force records show that, for all crimes committed in a given year, a high proportion are small arms related. In 1999, 93 per cent of all crimes committed were small arms crimes. On average, over the period from 1994-2000, more than half of all crimes involved small arms.

4.1 Work to Combat the Spread of SALW

4.1.1 The CPA and UNMIS

After two and a half years of negotiations, on 9 January 2005, IGAD-sponsored peace talks between the government of Sudan and the SPLM/A concluded with the signing of a CPA. The CPA has three main sections, outlined agreements relating to ceasefire arrangements, the Armed Forces, and the establishment of DDR institutions. The documentation and control of weapons is one of the integral features of the DDR process, as outlined under the CPA.

Under the CPA, UNMIS aims to provide neutral and transparent monitoring, data collection, documentation, technical support and verification to the parties for the purposes of controlling arms and ammunition during the disengagement of forces.37 The Arms Reduction and Control (ARC) aspect of DDR deals specifically with the development of programmes to address the proliferation of SALW amongst the Sudanese civilian population. Target groups for disarmament are:

---


37 UNMIS, Interim Disarmament Demobilization and Reintegration Programme for Sudan (IDDRP), p. 59
• SAF and SPLA;
• Popular Defence Forces;
• Other Armed Groups;
• Community self-defence forces, armed ‘reserves’ and ‘volunteers’;
• Police and para-military police;
• Armed civilians, including armed nomadic pastoralists;
• Foreign Insurgency Groups (if requested by the government of Sudan and SPLM/A). 38

The UN DDR Unit is also actively involved in promoting public awareness of SALW issues in affected communities. According to a recent Sudan UN DDR newsletter, in December 2006, Pact (a UN DDR implementing partner) successfully completed its first round of micro-level community SALW control workshops in South Sudan. 39 As part of the workshops, the participants present some of the major problems faced by their community and make suggestions on how their security situation could be improved. Experts, together with the community, then design context-specific SALW action.

4.1.2 The Nairobi Protocol
The Nairobi Protocol is a Great Lakes Region and Horn of Africa treaty for the prevention, control and reduction of small arms. The Sudan National Focal Point was officially launched on 12 February 2004 to oversee the implementation of the Nairobi Protocol in Sudan.

4.2 The EU’s Involvement in Countering SALW
4.2.1 Support to the UN DDR Programme
According to the UN DDR unit, to date the EC has contributed 8 million Euros as Voluntary Contribution towards the Interim DDR Programme in Sudan. A further 4 million Euros have also been pledged. 40

4.2.2 Arms Embargos
The European Union and its Member States imposed an arms embargo on Sudan in March 1994. 41 This embargo was modified in January 2004 due to the ongoing civil war in Sudan. The European Union decided to strengthen the arms embargo with Common Position 2004/31/CFSP 42 and Council Regulation (EC) No 131/2004. 43 On 10 June 2004 the Council adopted a Common Position 44 amendment so as to allow exemptions to the embargo for the African Union-led Ceasefire Commission. In May 2005 the Council adopted a new Common Position 45 in order to create a new legal instrument in accordance with UNSCR 1591/2005. 46 After the Common Position had been

38 ibid.
39 UNMIS, Sudan UN DDR Newsletter
40 Personal correspondence with UN DDR Unit, email dated 22 February 2007
brought in line with the UNSCR, the Council Regulation was also adjusted accordingly.\(^{47}\) The embargo prohibits:

- The delivery or supply of arms and related materiel to Sudan, from Member States’ territory, by their nationals, or using their flagged vessels and aircraft.
- The provision of technical assistance, brokering services and other services related to military activities and to the provision, manufacture, maintenance and use of arms and related materiel to any person, entity or body in, or for use in, Sudan.
- The provision of financing or financial assistance related to military activities to any person, entity or body, in or for use in, Sudan.
- Council Regulation (EC) 838/2005 further prohibits the grant, sale, supply or transfer of technical assistance related to military activities and to the provision, manufacture, maintenance and use of arms and related materiel to any person, entity or body, in or for use in, Sudan. They ban the provision of financing or provision of financial assistance related to military activities to any person, entity or body, in or for use in, Sudan.\(^{48}\)

5 Security Sector Reform

Sudan has been badly affected by several decades of civil conflict, both in the north and south of the country. Various international reports have concluded that the situation in Darfur has been characterised by attacks on the civilian population by the government military, its militias and other security forces, as well as suffering attacks from other government mobilised forces such as the Janjaweed. Although, some areas of the country are in such a state of conflict that security sector reform (SSR) is hardly the highest priority, there are other less conflict-affected areas where SSR projects are already underway. Under the DPA, an agreement was reached to undertake comprehensive research and plan for SSR in the north of the country. Although these plans have not yet been implemented, they are certainly worthy of discussion in this section.

5.1 International Contribution to SSR

While little is being done nationally, the government of Sudan has given its consent for various international bodies to carry out SSR projects, almost exclusively in the south of the country.

5.1.1 Multi-Donor Trust Fund Project in Southern Sudan

In May 2007, the World Bank-administered Multi-Donor Trust Fund (MDTF) approved a three year project to reform the police and prison service in South Sudan. The European Commission and Germany49 in particular, have been keen supporters of this work, with the Commission (and ECHO) committing over twenty-eight million US dollars50 (approximately twenty-one million euros).51

5.1.2 The UNMIS Project in Southern Sudan

UNMIS has been carrying out several Quick Impact Projects to bring about police reform in southern Sudan. Its aim is ‘to help create a modern, effective and efficient Sudanese police service which operates fairly and impartially and in observance of the rule of law, with respect for human rights and in accordance with internationally accepted standards of conduct.’52 The full UNMIS Police team consists of over seven hundred police officers and experts. Some of the projects include the construction of an office for Women and Children Unit in Juba; and the renovation of various police stations and training academies.

UN Police are attached to a local police station with the aim of bringing local police standards in line with international standards, by providing training and working to improve relationships between local police and the communities in which they work.

The European Commission has not contributed to any UNMIS Police Reform and Restructuring Projects, though certain Member States have.53

---


53 Personal correspondence with UNMIS, email dated 15 October 2007
5.2 The EU’s Contribution to SSR

The EU’s main contribution to SSR projects in South Sudan is through the UN and the World Bank programmes outlined above. However, individual Member States also provide a large amount of bilateral support and carry out their own SSR projects. This could be an area where Member States and the Commission could better coordinate their efforts.

For example, the British Council and Scottish Police College have recently gained a contract with the UK Department for International Development (DFID) to ‘provide training and build capacity within the Police Force in Sudan.’ The contract consists of two projects:

- to manage and deliver ‘police training and standard setting in Northern Sudan’;
- to introduce ‘preliminary training for the embryonic police force in southern Sudan together with the establishment of a Training Unit, through a Training of Trainers initiative’.

5.3 Provision for Future SSR under the Darfur Peace Agreement

Signed in May 2006, the DPA makes very specific plans for security sector reform in the north of the country to be implemented in parallel with planned DDR programmes. SSR is not planned to take place any time soon, however, until a successful ceasefire agreement has been implemented and maintained, and the AMIS has declared that the Janjaweed militia has been successfully disarmed. Although SSR as foreseen under the DPA is not currently in place, it is positive that the central importance of SSR has been acknowledged.

According to the DPA text, SSR shall include but not be limited to the following:

- the Popular Defence Forces;
- the Border Intelligence Units;
- the State Police and its subsidiary departments including but not restricted to:
  - the Popular Police;
  - the Nomadic Police;
- Sudan Armed Forces.

Within the reform, the security institutions shall be subject to the following:

- their size, capability and mandate shall be commensurate with the tasks to be performed by them and shall give special consideration to the needs of Darfur;
- they shall be administered on the basis of impartiality and professionalism;
- their membership shall be based on merit and fitness without regard to ethnicity or political leanings, with fair representation from all groups;
- they shall be subject to civil oversight and legal accountability;
- they shall include women in all ranks and shall have specific sections to address the particular needs of women and children with respect to personal security and law enforcement;
- their members shall perform their duties in a manner designed to gain the confidence of all the communities that they serve and the people of Darfur.

The Darfur Security Arrangements Implementation Council (DSAIC) shall review and make recommendations to the Transitional Darfur Regional Authority (TDRA) for each security institution.

---

55 ibid.
56 For the full text cf. The Darfur Peace Agreement, Article 29, pp. 76-78
The government, in coordination with the Movements, shall implement those recommendations approved by the TDRA.  

Within sixty days of the signing of the DPA, the DSAIC was supposed to undertake a review of policing in Darfur to make specific recommendations for reform to the TDRA. The review should address ‘police organizational structures, management, command and control, selection, recruitment, training, professional development, human rights issues, accountability and the relationship between police and communities.’

However, it should be noted that, due to the ongoing security situation on the ground in Darfur, many of the bodies foreseen under the DPA have not yet been formed, including the DSAIC. As a report from the UN Peace and Security Council comments, the timelines specified in the DPA have become ‘obsolete’ and should be re-evaluated. As such, the aforementioned police review has not yet been completed.

---

57 ‘Movements’ refers to the Sudan Liberation Movement/Army (SLM/A) and the Justice and Equality Movement (JEM).
58 UN Peace and Security Council, Report of the Chairperson of the Commission on the Situation in Darfur
6 Political Dialogue

6.1 The EU’s Role in Political Dialogue

6.1.1 Recommencing Political Dialogue: the 1999 Talks

Recent political dialogue between the EU and Sudan began with a meeting in November 1999. The EU suspended relations and dialogue with the country under the Lomé Agreement in 1990. The November 1999 talks were intended to reinitiate those relations through political dialogue by the end of 2002. As a first step to normalising EU-Sudan relations, EU Ambassadors in Khartoum and government officials met to discuss the EU proposal to initiate an economic assistance programme called ‘humanitarian plus,’ focusing on water, food security, health, and education. The EU also took an active role in drafting human rights resolutions at the UN Commission on Human Rights and a Joint Parliamentary Assembly mission to Sudan in 2001 also reported its concerns over the country’s human rights record. According to a Human Rights Watch report, the main issues discussed in the 1999 talks were ‘human rights; democracy, the rule of law and good governance; the peace process; terrorism; and cooperation between Sudan and neighbouring countries’.59

In December 2001, the EU sent representatives from the EU ‘troika’ to Sudan through whom the EU announced its intention to progressively normalise relations under Article 8 of Cotonou. In 2003, the two parties met to review progress on the targets for peace, democracy, and human rights agreed on in 1999. In a Joint Communiqué, the EU expressed its commitment to supporting the CPA in Sudan, adding that, once the CPA is signed, the EU would resume full relations with the country in terms of both development and dialogue. However, the EU also took this opportunity to express ‘deep concern’ about the humanitarian crisis in Darfur and urged all parties concerned to implement the Chadian Tripartite Agreement and strive to bring about peace in the region.60 Despite the ongoing Darfur crisis, relations were normalised with Sudan and a Country Strategy Paper was finally agreed between the two parties in 2005.

6.1.2 The Ongoing Sanctions Debate

The EU has come under heavy criticism in recent months over its lack of punitive action against the Sudanese regime for the continuing human rights abuses in the Darfur region of the country. Chris Patten, former European Commissioner for External Relations drew attention to the fact that, since 2004, the EU has expressed concern over the situation in Darfur fifty-three times but has yet to take any concrete action. ‘If official European expressions of unease were effective, Sudan’s ethnic cleansing would have been halted long ago,’ Patten commented.61 Among several recommendations to the EU, Patten argued that ‘instead of a 54th expression of concern, European foreign ministers should use their next monthly meeting in April 2007 to heed the European Parliament’s call for sanctions on Khartoum.’ Dick Oosting, Director of Amnesty International’s EU Office agrees that ‘In this context, if the Council [of the EU] once again limits itself to issuing yet another declaration of concern, it will be condemning itself to a position of irrelevance’.62

In March, President of the European Council Angela Merkel stressed that the EU might need to ‘consider stronger sanctions’ on Sudan. Stricter action against Khartoum, including sanctions and the application of a no-fly zone by Member States, has been supported by the European

Glenys Kinnock MEP has stated that “the EU position is weak and untenable...if Darfur was, for example, Lebanon, then real sanctions would be getting more discussion time at Council level...Khartoum knows that Europe is all bark and no bite and that is why today we call for strong new economic, legal and military measures.” For more information on EU Arms Embargo, see above section on SALW.

6.2 The Role of the Intergovernmental Authority on Development

From as early as 1994, the IGAD (then known as the Intergovernmental Authority on Drought and Development (IGADD)) has been involved in peace negotiations between the Sudanese government and various rebel factions. Since becoming IGAD in April 1996, a department for conflict management has been established and member states have pledged to act collectively to preserve peace, security and stability under Article 18 of IGAD membership. IGAD has also established a permanent secretariat for Sudan Peace Process, based in Nairobi and appointed a special envoy to Sudan. Djibouti, Eritrea, Ethiopia, Kenya Somalia, Sudan and Uganda are members of IGAD.

The first round of IGAD peace talks began in February 2000 which led to the signing of the Machakos Protocol by the Sudanese government and the Sudanese People’s Liberation Army. The protocol committed the parties to a six month cessation of hostilities until a formal ceasefire agreement could be negotiated. It was further agreed that Sharia law should not be applied in the South for a six year ‘interim period’ after which a referendum on formal southern independence would be held. Talks to negotiate a formal ceasefire were initiated in August 2002 but were suspended due an SPLA attack on the town of Torit. Talks recommenced in October 2002 and a Memorandum of Understanding was signed which committed both parties to a ceasefire agreement for the duration of the talks. With pressure from both the EU and IGAD, the two parties also agreed to grant full access to civilians by international humanitarian organisations.

Under the mediation of IGAD, six other agreements were slowly worked out between the government and the SPLM/A between 2003 and 2004. These were:

- the Protocol on security arrangements;
- the Protocol on wealth-sharing;
- the Protocol on Power-sharing;
- the Protocol on the resolution of conflict in southern Kordofan/Nuba Mountains and the Blue Nile States;
- the Protocol on the resolution of conflict in Abyie.

The UN Mission in Sudan explains that, ‘under sustained pressure from the international community, the UN Security Council, the UN Secretary-General and his Special Representative for Sudan, the African Union and the IGAD’, peace talks were resumed in October 2004 between First Vice-President Ali Osman Taha and the Chairman of the SPLM/A, John Garang. The Comprehensive Peace Agreement was signed by both parties in January 2005.

65 For the full text of the Machakos Protocol, see http://www.iss.co.za/Af/RegOrg/unity_to_union/pdfs/igad/MachakosProt.pdf
68 For the full text of the Comprehensive Peace Agreement, see http://www.unmis.org/English/documents/cpa-en.pdf
6.2.1 The EU’s Support of IGAD in Its Political Dialogue with Sudan

The EU can claim some credit for the important diplomatic work achieved by IGAD because it offered both political and financial support to the peace process. According to an EU press statement, the EC gave 1.5 million euros to support the Naivasha Sudan Peace Process.69 This money went towards directly financing the peace talks themselves and 950,000 euros also went towards supporting the international Joint Verification and Monitoring Team (VMT) which was charged with monitoring the cessation of hostilities agreement in southern Sudan from July 2004. In terms of political support, the EU strongly spoke out in support of the IGAD-led peace process, pledging support to any resulting peace agreement.70 The EU statement was much stronger than those from other international actors, such as the US.71

6.3 The Role of the AU

The AU facilitated peace talks leading up to the signing of the DPA by the government of Sudan and the Sudan Liberation Army led by Minni Arkou Minawi in May 2006. In November 2006 the AU Commissioner for Peace and Security launched the Darfur-Darfur Dialogue and Consultation (DDDC), as envisaged in the DPA, chapter 4. The process aims ‘to bring the grass-roots population together, to deal with those issues not directly dealt with under the DPA, including the root causes of the conflict. The process is intended to lead to peace and reconciliation in Darfur’.72

To support the peace process the AU and the UN set up a Joint Mediation Support Team (JMST) in Khartoum and appointed Dr. Salim Ahmed Salim and Mr. Jan Eliasson respectively as representatives ‘to engage in a process of exploration, consultation and mediation between the parties and all stakeholders in the peace process.’73

In April 2004, the Sudanese government, the SLA and the JEM signed the N’djamena Ceasefire Agreement and acknowledged the AU as the lead international body in Darfur, responsible for the implementation and monitoring of the ceasefire agreement. The AMIS was the main monitoring body resulting from these negotiations.

6.3.1 The EU’s Support of the AU in Sudan

The AU/EU relationship is both political and financial. As one report from the International Crisis Group observes,

‘Whatever difficulties the AU/EU relationship may have experienced to date, the two organisations will continue to cooperate out of mutual recognition of their need for each other and the complementarity of their political agendas.’74

In terms of finance, the EU has directly funded the AU-led African Mission in Sudan (AMIS). The EU has committed 242 million euros in funding for AMIS under the African Peace Facility since its

establishment. Together with additional bilateral contributions from Member States, this brings total EU support to AMIS to over €400m since the establishment of the Force. AMIS was replaced by UNAMID, an AU/UN hybrid force, at the end of 2007. EU’s support to the African Peace Facility is controversial, mainly because it has proved to be a way for the EU to use development money to fund military operations, and money is thus diverted away from actual development efforts. The African Peace Facility is an African initiative and it is used to fund activities undertaken by Africans, which are both very positive aspects. It does, however, focus on peacekeeping as a more or less exclusively military concept and there is little or no room in the Facility for the deployment or training of civilians to undertake either peacekeeping or peacebuilding work.

Together with Member States the EU has given a total of four million euros to peace talks in Abuja. In September 2007 the AU together with the UN established a trust fund to support the peace process in Darfur. The EC has made a €3m contribution to the fund, through the Instrument for Stability.

In terms of resources, the EU has deployed field staff to assist AMIS, as well as civilian police advisors, and has funded civil society organisations to facilitate in the negotiation process. Following the establishment of the Ceasefire Commission (CFC) in April 2004, the EU, along with the US and UN, deployed observers to help staff the CFC and monitor the implementation of the N’djamena agreement. The EU also selected and appointed the Deputy Chairperson to the CFC. The EU Special Representative to Sudan (formally acting-EUSR Sten Rylander, followed by Pekka Haavisto and currently Torben Brylle) was also deployed in order to represent the European position in negotiations in Sudan. EU representatives also took part in an AU-led Joint Assessment Mission (JAM) to identify the strengths and weaknesses of AMIS.

Politically, the EU has issued various statements in support of the work of the AU and AMIS in Sudan. The May 2006 Council Conclusions praised the work of the AU thus far, urged all parties concerned to respect their commitments under the DPA and pledged its future support for the peace process and the AU. High Commissioner Javier Solana has also spoken out in support of the DPA and AU activity:

“The European Union's support to the African Union will not waver over the coming months, which will be fundamental to the implementation of the peace agreement and therefore to the return to stability.”

---

77 Council of the European Union, Communication from the Council of the European Union to the Permanent Representatives Committee, p. 9
78 ibid., p. 3
7 Gender

7.1 The Changing Role of Women in the Context of the Conflict

With the number of men caught up in or dying as a result of the conflict in Sudan, more and more women are having to adapt to new, often traditionally-male roles in the absence of male family members. They have to assume a role as the head of household and as providers. In 2003, UNDP reports that women made up forty-two per cent of the labour force in Sudan. In order to compete for these jobs and to provide for their families, increased numbers of women and their families are migrating towards the city areas. Among the displaced population, UNDP reports that many women in refugee camps are turning to prostitution and to brewing alcohol illegally in order to earn enough money to survive. A UN report found that eighty per cent of those in Omdurman Women’s Prison in Khartoum were there for prostitution or the production of alcohol.81

However, in addition to their changing role in the family, women and girls are also directly affected by the conflict. Violence, the risk of rape, displacement and slavery are constant fears for many Sudanese women.

In 2002 Human Rights Watch released a report outlining the extent of slavery within Sudan. ‘Government-backed and armed militia of the Bagarra tribes’ capture women and children and force them to work in homes and fields. Refusal to cooperate, the report explains, can result in physical and/or sexual abuse.82 The Sudan Criminal Code 1991 does not outlaw slavery although Sudan is party to various international treaties that do, including the Slavery Convention, and the Supplementary Convention on the Abolition of Slavery, the Slave Trade, and Institutions and Practices Similar to Slavery. Rape and sexual violence is another danger facing Sudanese women. Médecins Sans Frontières reported that they had treated over 500 women and girls following rape between October 2004 and February 2005, and that the number of rape victims is certainly not decreasing. Amnesty International reports that rape in the Darfur region of Sudan is ‘systematic’ and often used as a method of humiliation, as women are raped in front of their husbands and families.83 Women have reported rapes within IDP camps, during their daily activities, as well as in direct conflict situations.84 Of course, with the heightened risk of rape, women also face the increased danger of contracting HIV/AIDS. A 2004 UNICEF report found that 3.1 per cent of Sudanese females suffer from HIV in comparison with 1.1 per cent of males.85

7.1.1 Education

UNDP reports that in 2002 adult female illiteracy was 50.9 per cent, while youth female illiteracy (ages fifteen to twenty-four) was 25.6 per cent, with figures being considerably worse in the south. At primary level, UNDP estimates that thirty per cent of boys and only ten per cent of girls are enrolled. Women make up sixty per cent of the university student body, but this could be in part due to the number of men enrolled in military service.86

86 United Nations Development Programme, Gender Country Profiles
7.1.2 Legislation: Women as Decision-Makers

After opening the judiciary to women in 1964, five women now sit on the High Court. Following the 1998 Constitution, women are allocated twenty-five per cent of the seats in the National Assembly and at least ten per cent of the seats in every state council. The government has also appointed female ambassadors and an advisor on women’s affairs within the cabinet.\(^{87}\) Furthermore, according to Article 21 of the Constitution, all Sudanese are equal before the laws as regards to rights and duties, males and females and no discrimination regarding sex, religion or wealth is allowed.\(^{88}\) Despite this, however, Sudan is not a party to the Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination against Women. The Interim 2005 Constitution of southern Sudan also affords women equal rights, as well as pledging to ‘enact laws to combat harmful customs and traditions which undermine the dignity and status of women’.\(^{89}\)

7.1.3 Status of Women

There have been reports of non-Muslim women being beaten, fined or imprisoned under Islamic law for wearing ‘improper dress’. Furthermore, throughout Sudan among Christians as well as Muslims, there is great international concern over the number of women and girls who are forced to undergo Female Genital Mutilation - 90% of women surveyed in northern Sudan, according to a UNICEF report.\(^{90}\) ‘This practice violates girls’ and women’s basic human rights, denying them of their physical and mental integrity, their right to freedom from violence and discrimination, and in the most extreme case, of their life,’ the report says.

According to a statement by the Sudanese Minister of Social Planning, the government of Sudan ‘sees the participation of women in peace making as an essential tool for raising women's issues.’\(^{91}\) As such, the government has formulated several programmes aiming to train women in income-generating activities, to encourage the participation of women in decision-making, peace negotiations and inter-tribal dialogue.

7.2 Civil Society

There are various women’s groups operating in both northern and southern Sudan. The Sudanese Women General Union is the umbrella organisation for all of Sudan’s women’s organisations.\(^{92}\) Sudan is also part of a United Nations Development Fund for Women (UNIFEM) project aiming at ‘strengthening the capacity of civil society organisations in the peace process and responding to African women’s demands for gender-parity in political dialogue’.\(^{93}\) The project establishes a Peace Advisory Committee in the country encouraging the participation of women in conflict resolution and provides training on gender-sensitivity in this area.

\(^{87}\) ibid.
\(^{88}\) Constitution Of The Republic Of Sudan, for full text see http://www.sudan.net/government/constitution/english.html
\(^{89}\) The Interim Constitution of Southern Sudan 2005, for full text see http://www.cushcommunity.org/constitution.pdf accessed on 12 April 2007
\(^{92}\) For more information on the Sudanese Women General Union, visit http://www.sudanembassy.org/contemporarylooks/women.htm
8 Natural Resources

8.1 Water

Egypt and Sudan hold absolute rights to use 100 per cent of the river Nile’s water under agreements reached in 1929 between Egypt and Britain (which was then the colonial power in Kenya, Sudan, Tanzania, and Uganda) and in 1959 between Egypt and Sudan. Since Egypt must consent to other nations’ use of the Nile’s water, most of the other basin countries have not developed projects that use it extensively. Not surprisingly, over the years other basin countries have contested the validity of these treaties and demanded their revocation to make way for a more equitable system of management.

The conflict in Darfur has emerged as a clear example of conflict over scarce resources. Arabs and Africans co-existed peacefully in Darfur for hundreds of years until severe drought began in the 1980s. Tensions began to rise as competing uses strained water supplies, contributing to the eventual violent conflict in the region.\(^{94}\)

8.2 Oil

According to the Special Rapporteur on the Situation of Human Rights in Sudan, ‘Oil is exacerbating the conflict, insofar as the war is the result of a fight for the control of power and resources.’\(^ {95}\)

Oil is widely considered to be one of the main driving forces behind the continued conflict in Sudan. One report notes that with the first crude oil export from the country in August 1999 oil became ‘the main objective and a principal cause of the war.’\(^ {96}\) It is reported that the government, along with oil companies, have led a campaign of forced displacement of Sudanese families from oil-rich areas to make way for drilling programmes. The oil revenue that is gained from drilling in these areas has then been used by the government to obtain weapons and ammunition, further enabling it to intensify the conflict as well as expand oil development.

Displacement campaigns along the North-South border of Sudan began back in the early 1980s, resulting in the destruction of villages and serious human rights abuses. A Human Rights Watch report estimates the following cumulative statistics of oil-field related displacements in the Western Upper Nile/Unity State of Sudan:\(^ {97}\)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time frame</th>
<th>Number of people displaced</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1998-9</td>
<td>70,500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2000- Feb 2001</td>
<td>134,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feb 2001- March 2002</td>
<td>174,200</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Most of the oil in Sudan is located towards the south and, at the time when the civil war between the SPLA/M and the government was raging over inequalities of economic and political power in the country, unfair management of resources only further compounded the dispute. Although the SPLA/M-government conflict was not based solely on oil, it was a significant issue raised during peace talks. In 2001, Christian Aid reported that ‘without oil, the civil war...is at a stalemate, with


\(^{96}\) Human Rights Watch, Sudan, Oil, and Human Rights

\(^{97}\) Ibid., p. 39
oil, it can only escalate." Indeed, multiple SPLA/M attacks had been targeted against oil fields in South Sudan, causing Chevron to suspend its operations there between 1984 and 1988, and finally abandoning its drilling there in 1990.

As the government is using oil revenues to fund the military and the weapons used in the conflict, it is often said that oil is helping to directly fuel the Darfur conflict, as well as escalating the conflict in the south. Divisions of oil revenue and oil contracts were a significant sticking point during peace talks. As part of the CPA, Sudan established the National Petroleum Commission in October 2005 to allocate new oil contracts and to ensure an equal division of oil revenues between the national government in Khartoum and the new interim government of South Sudan.

8.3 The EU’s Involvement in Natural Resource Management

8.3.1 Oil

The EU has taken the following actions regarding the management of natural resources in Sudan:

- The EU suspended development aid to the government of Sudan as far back as 1990 due to concerns with regard to human rights, democracy, the rule of law and peace talks. However, there were no restrictions on Member State investments in Sudanese oil.\(^99\)
- A September 2001 ACP-EU Delegation noted that there was a lack of transparency in the use of oil revenue in the country and reported that in the previous May, at the EU-Sudan political dialogue meeting, the Minister of Justice had promised to provide information on revenue expenditure.
- In a November 2001 resolution on Sudan, the ACP-EU Joint Parliamentary Assembly stated that it was aware of both the positive and negative effects that oil was having on the country and that it:
  i. Believes that oil production has increased the stakes in the war.
  ii. Calls on the government of Sudan to publish a clear statement of all its revenues and expenditures which would show the purposes to which oil money was being put.
  iii. Believes that the government of Sudan would improve its own position and increase the chances of a durable peace within the whole country, were it to ensure that oil revenues were used to a greater extent to alleviate hardship and strengthen the economy.
  iv. Feels it is important that those oil companies operating in Sudan should increase their employment of people from the oil fields region and expand their involvement in providing health services and basic education, as well as developing in-house training programmes.\(^100\)
- In 1999, at the UN Commission on Human Rights, the EU drafted a resolution on Sudan in order to continue the mandate of the Special Rapporteur on Human Rights in the country. Although it did not mention oil specifically, it did refer to the human rights abuses and abductions of Sudanese civilians living in oil-rich areas and the 2000 Special Rapporteur on Human Rights report drew direct attention to the issue. A subsequent Special Rapporteur similarly underlined the links between oil and the human rights abuses in Sudan in his remarks to the Commission in 2001.


\(^{99}\) According to the Human Rights Watch report, *Sudan, Oil, and Human Rights*, the EU Member States of Sweden, Austria, France, Germany, and the United Kingdom all host headquarters of oil companies that operate in Sudan.

• In 2000, the European Parliament called on oil companies working in Sudan, such as Talisman Energy to halt their operations in the country ‘as long as abductions of children and slavery continue and a peaceful solution has not been found to the [Sudan] conflict’. The Parliament also called on EU companies to not invest in the Sudanese oil industry and urged EU Member States to support this. 101

Civil Society
In April 2002 a group of European NGOs came together to form the European Coalition on Oil in Sudan to lobby the EU, Member States and European businesses involved in the oil industry in Sudan.

9 Justice

In January 2005, the International Commission of Inquiry on Darfur, which was appointed by the United Nations, found that both government forces and Janjaweed militias have committed serious war crimes and crimes against humanity in Darfur. On the basis of this report the UN Security Council referred the situation in Darfur to the International Criminal Court (ICC) in March 2005 to investigate and hold accountable those responsible for such crimes. The involvement of the ICC has been most controversial and has been rejected by the government of Sudan.

9.1 The International Commission of Inquiry on Darfur

In September 2004, the United Nations Security Council (UNSCR) adopted resolution 1564 requesting that the Secretary General

‘rapidly establish an international commission of inquiry in order immediately to investigate reports of violations of international humanitarian law and human rights law in Darfur by all parties, to determine also whether or not acts of genocide have occurred, and to identify the perpetrators of such violations with a view to ensuring that those responsible are held accountable.’

The International Commission had four ‘key tasks’:

- to investigate reports of violations of international humanitarian law and human rights law in Darfur by all parties;
- to determine whether or not acts of genocide have occurred;
- to identify the perpetrators of violations of international humanitarian law and human rights law in Darfur;
- to suggest means of ensuring that those responsible for such violations are held accountable.

Focusing in particular on incidents that occurred between February 2003 and mid-January 2005, the International Commission concluded that:

- The government of Sudan and the Janjaweed are responsible for serious violations of international human rights and humanitarian law amounting to crimes under international law... These acts were conducted on a widespread and systematic basis, and therefore may amount to crimes against humanity.’ In most cases, the Commission concluded that attacks were ‘deliberately and indiscriminately directed against civilians.’ Even if rebels were present in the villages attacked, the government did not take adequate precautions to protect the civilian population there and the impact of the attacks on civilians was rarely in proportion to any threat posed by the rebels.
- The government of Sudan has not pursued a policy of genocide, although it acknowledged that some individuals, including government officials, have committed acts ‘with genocidal intent’. It was concluded that whether or not certain acts committed in Darfur amount to genocide would need to be made on a case by case basis.
- There is reliable information to indicate the responsibility of certain individuals for committing war crimes and crimes against humanity in Darfur. The Commission has made an assessment of likely suspects and referred this to the UN Secretary General and recommended that, in turn, the Secretary General refers any investigation over to the International Criminal Court (ICC).

---


104 ibid.
• The Commission strongly recommends that the Security Council immediately refer the situation of Darfur to the International Criminal Court, pursuant to article 13(b) of the ICC Statute. As repeatedly stated by the Security Council, the situation constitutes a threat to international peace and security. Moreover, as the Commission has confirmed, serious violations of international human rights law and humanitarian law by all parties are continuing. The prosecution by the ICC of persons allegedly responsible for the most serious crimes in Darfur would contribute to the restoration of peace in the region.

In its report, the International Commission explains that the Sudanese justice system is ‘unable and unwilling’ to address the situation in Darfur. Indeed many victims reported to the Commission that they had ‘little confidence’ in the impartiality of the national justice system and said that they feared reprisals for reporting crimes to the national authorities. It is for these reasons that the Commission recommends that any investigation be referred to an ICC Prosecutor. Whereas Sudanese criminal laws do not adequately proscribe war crimes and crimes against humanity, the Criminal Procedure Code does contain sufficient provisions to prosecute offenders for such acts.

The International Commission stated that the Sudanese government’s past efforts to address the crisis have been ‘grossly inadequate and ineffective, which has contributed to a climate of almost total impunity for human rights violations in Darfur.’ Out of a lack of confidence in the national judicial system, few official complaints have been submitted and, of those which have been submitted, very few have been properly pursued. Despite the magnitude of the crisis and the number of effected civilians, the government reportedly informed the Commission of very few prosecutions made or disciplinary action taken against individuals.

The International Commission recommended that the Security Council act not only against the perpetrators but in support of the victims by establishing a Compensation Commission. This Commission would be ‘designed to grant reparation to the victims of the crimes, whether or not the perpetrators of such crimes have been identified.’ Once peace has been established in Darfur, the Commission further recommends that a Truth and Reconciliation Commission be established. It further recommends that the government of Sudan:

• strengthens the independence, impartiality and capacity of the Sudanese judiciary;
• ensures the protection of all victims and witnesses to human rights violations;
• fully cooperates with the relevant human rights bodies of the UN and the AU, granting full access to human rights monitors.

In terms of what the international community can do to help bring about justice in Darfur, the International Commission recommends that the Commission on Human Rights re-establishes the mandate of the Special Rapporteur on Human Rights in Sudan and that the High Commissioner for Human Rights releases period public reports on the human rights situation in the country.

9.2 The International Criminal Court (ICC)

Based on the recommendations of the International Commission of Inquiry on Darfur (outlined above), the UNSC referred further investigation regarding the prosecution of individuals to the ICC. On 27 February 2007, the ICC Chief Prosecutor Louis Moreno Ocampo publicly stated that summons would be issued against two Sudanese nationals, accused of war crimes and crimes against humanity in Darfur. The two summons have since been issued against Former Deputy Interior Minister and Minister of Humanitarian Affairs, Ahmed Haroun and ‘Ali Khoseib’ (also known as Ali Mohammed Ali), the leader of the Janjaweed militias in the Wadi Saleh area of West Darfur. One report observes that, as the principle of ‘Command Responsibility’ allows the ICC to punish superiors and
commanders for crimes committed by their subordinates, these two court summons alleges that there is an ‘intimate link’ between the Sudanese State authorities and perpetrators of serious crimes in Darfur.\(^\text{105}\)

On 3 May 2007, ICC judges ruled that there was sufficient evidence to believe that Ahmed Haroun and Ali Khoseib were responsible for war crimes and crimes against humanity. However, as Sudan has signed but not ratified the Rome Statute which created the ICC, the government of Sudan has argued that it is not bound by ICC decisions. Khartoum has argued that it has found no evidence to support the ICC charges and will not cooperate with handing over the two men.\(^\text{106}\)

### 9.2.1 Limitations of the ICC

Essentially, the government of Sudan and critics of the ICC are arguing that the ICC is preventing Khartoum from agreeing to a much needed peace keeping force on the ground in Darfur for fear that UN peacekeepers might arrest them. A report by the International Crisis Group explains the reasons why such reasoning is false:\(^\text{107}\)

- Khartoum has been objecting to a UN peacekeeping force in Darfur since at least eighteen months prior to the ICC referral;
- even if peacekeepers were deployed in Darfur, their mandate would be very limited and would not allow them to arrest government officials on behalf of the ICC;
- the government of Sudan has escalated its campaign of atrocities in Darfur since the ICC referral which hardly reflects a genuine fear of its authority.

This report suggests that Khartoum is trying to paint the ICC as an obstacle to peace so as to make it a bargaining chip in eventual peace talks. The report recommends that the international community should implement the punitive measures it has repeatedly threatened in order to force Khartoum to change its policies. If Khartoum is allowed to continue undermining the authority of the ICC, this will allow the Sudanese authorities to ‘haggle over whether or not it will answer for its conscience-shocking atrocities.’

Although the ICC has as yet been unsuccessful in arresting the two men, many have argued that action needs to be taken in Darfur as an important and long awaited show of international consensus. No one is pretending that once these men have been arrested immediate peace and stability in Darfur will follow but the link between accountability, justice and peace is clear.

---


9.2.2 The EU’s Involvement with the ICC in Sudan

In 2004, the EU supported calls for the creation of the Commission of Inquiry on Darfur and has always been a strong supporter of the ICC.\footnote{European Commission, ‘European Union response to the Darfur crisis’, European Union Factsheet (17 July 2006) [on-line], accessed 23 May 2007, available at \url{http://ec.europa.eu/commission_barroso/michel/speeches/docs/060714darfur_en.pdf}} The Council of the EU’s 2003 Common Position on the ICC stated that the ICC is:


Its support did not waiver when the ICC commenced its investigation in Sudan. The Presidency of the EU recalled this Common Position when publicly pledging its continued support to the ICC during its investigation into war crimes and crimes against humanity in Darfur.\footnote{European Union, EU Presidency Declaration on International Criminal Court’s investigation into Darfur (1 March 2007) [on-line], accessed 23 May 2007, available at \url{http://www.eu-un.europa.eu/articles/mt/article_6812_mt.htm}} The EU believes that ‘putting an end to impunity for the perpetrators of such crimes contributes to the prevention of such crimes.’ Javier Solana, EU High Representative for Common Foreign and Security Policy (CFSP), also welcomed the ICC decision to investigate the two individuals. Solana was clear that this decision by the ICC will ‘further the cause of peace’. He called for the Sudanese authorities to cooperate with the ICC,\footnote{European Union, EUHR Solana welcomes International Criminal Court’s initiative to present evidence on alleged crimes in Sudan/Darfur, CL07-055EN (27 February 2007) [on-line], accessed 23 May 2007, available at \url{http://www.eu-un.europa.eu/articles/mt/article_6803_mt.htm}} as did the EU Presidency, the External Relations Council, and the ACP-EU Joint Parliamentary Assembly.\footnote{Council of the European Union, Conclusions on Sudan (Brussels: 23 May 2005) [on-line], accessed 10 November 2007, available at \url{http://www.consilium.europa.eu/ueDocs/cmsData/docs/pressData/en/gena/84921.pdf}} Of course, the EU has often been criticised for being all bark and no bite. The government of Sudan has not responded to the EU’s encouragement to cooperate with the ICC and shows no signs of doing so in the near future.\footnote{Patten, Sudan’s Crimes against Humanity Need Real EU Action, Not Empty Words}

Some critics have argued that the EU should be using its political weight to generate support from the US for the ICC. The US is not a signatory to the ICC and has been very critical of it in the past. Washington has put forward a slower and far more costly alternative to the ICC investigation. It has proposed a new ‘Sudan Tribunal’ to be based in Tanzania similar to the Rwanda trials which are currently in process. Human Rights Watch reports that the US system would cost some thirty million US dollars in the first six to eight months, which would rise to one hundred million dollars annually. This is in stark comparison to the total budget of the ICC investigation which amounts to around eighty-eight million dollars. Of course, the cost is not the only difference which has been criticised. The US system would take time to set up and get under way which would lead to further delays on an already long-overdue quest for justice in Darfur. Human Rights Watch explained in no uncertain terms that ‘if the EU is serious about justice for Darfur, it must stand firm on the ICC.’\footnote{Human Rights Watch, EU Should Push for ICC Referral of Darfur During Rice Visit (9 February 2005) [on-line], accessed 23 May 2007, available at \url{http://hrw.org/english/docs/2005/02/09/sudan10155.htm}} Javier Solana has responded to such calls for EU action by saying that he does not believe that the US will ever accept the ICC and that the EU should ‘probably give up trying to change Washington’s mind.’\footnote{International Herald Tribune Europe, Solana smooths way for Bush visit (17 February 2005) [newspaper online], accessed 21 May 2007, available at \url{http://www.iht.com/articles/2005/02/16/news/union.php}}
9.3 Punitive International Justice Compared to Traditional Justice

The government of Sudan has rejected the judicial methods on which the ICC is based and has promoted so-called ‘traditional’ justice methods instead. An adviser to the Vice President in the Sudanese Foreign Ministry commented:

‘We [the Sudanese] have traditional ways of solving problems on the ground... In Africa, we believe in reconciliation not punishment. We can kiss and make up. This court [the ICC] is punitive and will only hurt and harass us.’\(^{116}\)

However, critics of this position argue that while traditional styles of justice have been shown to work and continue to work in many parts of Africa, it is the involvement of the government in the atrocities in Darfur that renders traditional (government-mediated) justice impossible in this case.

‘The problem in Sudan is that the government has lost its role as umpire in Darfur... Now they are no longer neutral. We need someone to step in for the really big crimes.’\(^{117}\)

Traditional justice mechanisms in Sudan usually involve a combination of customary mediation between tribal elders or religious persons, accompanied by some form of compensation and restitution. For example, for the Dinka and Nuer tribes in southern Sudan, most crimes require a payment to the parents of the victim. In Päri society, the Kings of Kor and Wiatuo are responsible for administering justice. Following a court trial, in which the parents and clansmen of those involved are able to participate, compensation is agreed upon usually in the form of a girl or heads of cattle. In addition, the clansmen of the wrongdoer must provide a number of goats for ritual slaughter but also to be divided among the panel of judges and the King.\(^{118}\)

However, according to one report from the Berghof Foundation, these traditional mechanisms of conflict resolution have been irreparably damaged because of the war.\(^{119}\) Although such traditional methods will still be applicable to a certain extent, they will never take back their original status and role in society. This is argued to be true for a variety of reasons:

- The result of the war was the militarisation of Sudanese society, which relied and continues to rely heavily on the use of force to settle disputes.
- There is no codification to traditional conflict resolution and mechanisms tend to vary between clans and tribes. Due to the amount of displacement during the civil war, many Sudanese were forced to relocate to areas where they acquired new governance and social values which are not necessarily compatible with the traditional ways of their own clan.
- There are many new influences in the area of conflict prevention, including local government, NGOs and civil society organisations. The report gives the example of the New Sudan Council of Churches which combined both traditional and modern conflict resolution mechanisms to try to build peace during the war in the Upper Nile and Bahr el Ghaza areas of the country.
- Traditional conflict resolution mechanisms would now be constrained by many other factors such as the CPA, the Interim National Constitution and international human rights legislation. Many past practices would now be considered an abuse of human rights. Giving a young girl to another family as a form of compensation would likely be considered inhumane and a form of neo-slavery. Passing judgement on someone based on evidence such as magic or sorcery would similarly not be permitted under the watch of the wider international society.

---


\(^{117}\) Mahjoub Mohamed Saleh, Editor of Al Ayam Newspaper in Khartoum, as quoted in ibid.


\(^{119}\) ibid., p. 10
• New sources of authority have emerged during the war which would now be at odds with tribal elders and traditional leadership. Indeed, future clashes over authority in certain areas are anticipated.\textsuperscript{120}

In its conclusions, the report states that there is still a clear need for traditional justice:

‘Traditional conflict resolution is still very relevant in southern Sudan because there is a vacuum in the system of justice and the rule of law, especially in the rural areas. It is logical to maintain an existing system that has survived for centuries while building alternatives such as functional judiciary that would gradually address weaknesses in the traditional system.’\textsuperscript{121}

However, the report is also clear that traditional methods would need to be re-examined and harmonised to conform to human rights standards. It envisions an important role for traditional mediation and conflict resolution processes particularly in reintegrating internally displaced persons and promoting dialogue between local governance institutions and local leaders.

\textsuperscript{120} \textit{ibid.}, pp. 11-12
\textsuperscript{121} \textit{ibid.}, p. 12
10 Results from Questionnaires

Part of the methodology for this QCEA project involved sending questionnaires to the European Union’s Delegation in Sudan and to various civil society organisations operating there. The questionnaires were divided into nine units. This section is similarly divided.

10.1 Organisation Information

The information below represents the views of five civil society organisations who responded to our questionnaire, out of twenty-four sent out. The groups represented work in Bor, Akobo, Alali, Pochalla, Juba, and Khartoum, as well as other regions. Their main areas of activity are:

- peacebuilding;
- conflict transformation;
- violence against women;
- HIV/AIDS;
- gender mainstreaming;
- women’s empowerment;
- good governance;
- DDR;
- youth;
- water;
- elections and justice;
- service provision;
- human rights education and monitoring;
- education on the Comprehensive Peace Agreement.

All are members of structured NGO networks, principally the Sudanese Indigenous NGO Network, but also the Pontifical Council on Justice and Peace. Additionally, according to one respondent, because ‘much of the normal infrastructure for civil society has been oppressed or destroyed … many contacts are informally maintained in the current post-conflict period.’ This has led to informal partnerships between NGOs and at times with the Sudanese government, international organizations or the private sector. Some examples of partners to the NGOs represented here are African Medical and Research Foundation, UNIFEM, UNDP, Ministry of Health, Ministry of Gender and Social Welfare, Ministry of Youth and Sports, AIDS Commission, the Pharmaceutical Society of Sudan and the Institute for Security Studies. Additionally several groups participate in a civil society forum under the auspices of the government, which most who participated described as useful.

The Delegation is active in South and North Sudan with Development Cooperation Programmes, and in Darfur mainly with Humanitarian Assistance. They described their presence in east Sudan as ‘less substantial.’ They are aware of several civil society fora such as the Darfur Forum for Dialogue and the Sudan Consortium, but say that there is no common recognised platform. These fora are unofficial and are established by the local NGOs. They mentioned the new NGOs Act as an impediment to the establishment of a national platform. The Organisation of Humanitarian Voluntary Work Act was enacted in 2006. According to Front Line, the International Foundation for the Protection of Human Rights Defenders, this ‘legislation places stringent registration requirements on non-governmental organisations (NGOs) and effectively gives the authorities the power arbitrarily to deny or cancel an NGO’s registration. Under the Act, the authorities may review any NGO documents, suspend NGO activities, dissolve their executive committees, dismiss NGO members, expel international NGO members from the country and seize NGO assets where registration is cancelled.’

The Delegation recognised that they tend to have contact with the same civil society groups, and they have tried to widen the range by advertising yearly workshops and seminars open to all NGOs.

The Delegation is in weekly, if not daily, contact with European Commission headquarters, and occasionally with the Council of the European Union and the European Parliament. They communicate via email, notes, fax, telephone and missions. They described the effectiveness of this communication as good and suggested that more informal exchange of views could sometimes help with information sharing.

10.2 Civil Society Consultation

Four out of the five civil society respondents have had contact with the Delegation at some point. Despite the fact that most described the time frame as ‘not often’, three of the four have had contact within the last six months, with the most recent having been under four weeks. One group, which has never been in contact with the Delegation, said that they did not know how to contact them.

The organisations are evenly divided between those who had approached the Delegation, either in response to a Call for Proposals, for funding, or to raise concerns, and those whom the Delegation had approached, mainly for consultation and project development. In January 2007 the Delegation held a workshop, to which they invited indigenous NGOs to brief them on the possibilities for funding and to discuss project proposals.

Of those civil society organisations that had had contact with the Delegation, all said that they feel there is enough dialogue between civil society and the Delegation, though not all felt their input was listened to. For one group the dialogue was productive because it resulted in a project proposal from them, for which they feel they are starting to see results. They also went on to describe feeling empowered by the support and funding that they, as an indigenous NGO, are receiving from the EU Delegation.

The Delegation reported having contact with civil society every day, sometimes several times a day. They said that each had approached the other: civil society mainly for funding or to raise concerns, the Delegation for consultation and for information the political and social situation in the country.

According to the Delegation there is enough dialogue between civil society and the Delegation, and they went on to say that their excellent cooperation with both European and Sudanese civil society organisations is beneficial to all the diplomatic representations in the country because the Commission coordinates meetings and round tables on a range of issues which are attended by a variety of participants. The Delegation stated that their dialogue with civil society is without a doubt productive, adding that the European Commission has coordinated along with the EU presidencies several political demarches that came out of their consultations with civil society. The Delegation also feels that their contact with civil society has made it possible for NGOs, and in particular Sudanese organisations, to learn about European Commission development programmes and to participate in selection procedures such as Calls for Proposals.

10.3 Calls for Proposals

Information on Calls for Proposals is received either through the Delegation, online or via the New Sudanese Indigenous NGOs Network, and word of mouth. Of those organisations who have had contact with the Delegation, all had at some point responded to a Call for Proposals. One organisation recounted their difficulties with the distance and time constraints:
‘I was late by half a day and I tried to talk to them and plead with them, but the lady in the office left me in a trauma until today. I had come from Yei just to submit the application after a hard work done. Then a young lady saw me crying and she said I’m not promising, but I will send your proposal to the Khartoum office through the email and she did, but no reply up to today.’

Another organisation that applied in March 2007 was selected for a grant in August 2007 and expects to receive it in November 2007.

The Delegation reported that Calls for Proposals are released through the Delegation, online, in the press, in conferences organised in different areas of the country, via email, word of mouth, posters, brochures and requesting partner organisations such as the UN to disseminate the information. The Delegation feels that information on EU projects is disseminated adequately to civil society.

10.4 African Union

Only one civil society organisation reported having a relationship with the AU, and that is through the organisation’s participation in the Credential Committee of the Economic, Social and Cultural Council (ECOSOC) of the AU at a national level. No respondents were sure whether the AU is involved in informal dialogue with the Delegation nor whether they are involved in more formal dialogue. They were unsure of AU involvement in EU funding decisions, or any other areas.

The Delegation referred to the AU as a ‘very important player in Sudan’ and said that the Commission funds the AU for several activities. They said that the AU is only involved with informal dialogue between the Delegation and civil society in some contexts, but that they are trying to broaden this. They went on to say that all dialogue they engage in with civil society is informal, as it is very difficult to have formal dialogue with civil society in Sudan.

The Delegation stated that they are not involved with funding through the African Peace Facility for Sudan.

10.5 National Government

Three out of five respondents reported having a relationship with the national government. This manifested itself in different ways, such as one civil society organisation being registered with the government of South Sudan, which works with the organisation to monitor the activities and needs of their people, another is registered with Sudan relief and Rehabilitation Commission, and yet another works with the Ministry of Humanitarian Affairs. One civil society organisation told us that they did not have a relationship with the national government because ‘the national government is not sympathetic towards the Churches.’

No respondents were aware of the national government being involved in either formal or informal dialogue between the Delegation and civil society, nor did they know about the national government’s involvement in EU funding decisions or any other areas.

The Delegation reported that while they do have a relationship with the national government, this principally takes the form of informal and unstructured dialogue in the context of the European Development Fund (EDF) and occasionally informal political consultation or debate. The national government does not participate in the Delegation’s dialogue with civil society, though they are involved with funding decisions on the EDF.
10.6 Conflict Prevention, Management and Resolution Programmes

No respondent was aware of any EU funded projects for conflict prevention, though one civil society organisation said they thought the EU may contribute to the peacekeeping mission in Darfur. Of respondents who felt they were able to rate the EU’s approach to conflict prevention, all described it as helpful. Some reasons listed were funding, skills and facilitation.

The Delegation listed DDR, SALW, good governance, elections, justice, management of natural resources, gender, political dialogue and civil society participation as areas for which there are EU funded projects. The DDR work comes under a contribution to the UN DDR programming, mainly for children and other vulnerable groups. The Delegation also went on to list two programmes which have recently been launched to support the AU Darfur Peace Agreement Implementation Team and the Darfur-Darfur Dialogue and Consultation Secretariat and to implement activities aimed at building confidence among Darfur stakeholders. These last two programmes have a budget of about 500,000 euros each, and are intended to run from January 2007 though June 2007.

10.7 Economic Partnership Agreements

While one organisation expected Economic Partnership Agreements (EPAs) to positively impact their work, most respondents were unaware of the negotiations or possible consequences; the Delegation has not participated in the EPA negotiations at all.

10.8 Mainstreaming

Two of the organisations consulted had noticed increased conflict sensitivity, citing examples such as providing teachers in areas where there was conflict between two communities involving the schools. Only one organisation replied that mainstreaming had led to more conflict sensitivity in EU programming and opinions were divided on whether conflict prevention had become a forgotten issue because of mainstreaming. Some felt that mainstreaming allows people to focus on necessary issues, while others were of the opinion that shifting the focus to other areas could lead to managing conflicts less effectively. It seems that there are certainly areas for increased conflict sensitivity, especially regarding geographical considerations for EU funding. One organisation described the following situation:

‘Some areas are still very much marginalised to date, e.g. the Anyuak Kingdom, a distance of seven day walk to go to the nearest hospital, this [is] a very serious issue, for instance [in] Alali, the nearest referral hospital is in Pinyudo Ethiopia. This creates a lot of conflict in areas.’

The Delegation stated that they ensure mainstreaming of conflict prevention in non-conflict specific programming through tools such as confidence building, especially in educational contexts. The Delegation feels that there has been an increase in conflict prevention within EU activity since 2000, but that this is principally due to crucial political events such as the signature of the CPA and the beginning of the Darfur war.
11 Conclusions and Recommendations

The five organisations that responded to our questionnaire recommended the following as ways for the EU to improve its conflict prevention:

- engage in capacity building for civil society;
- arrange peace negotiations that include all parties;
- implement targeted development projects at the heart of conflicts (such as water access and agriculture);
- train community advisors present in local communities with skills in mediation and empowerment;
- support NGOs in reconciliation and conflict resolutions;
- support community-based organisations and NGOs running projects for peace dividends;
- provide funds and equipment (communication equipment e.g. radios, phones, vehicles) for monitoring;
- train local people;
- support income generation;
- work against the abduction of children;
- work against cattle raiding in Jonglei;
- provide funds for conferences and workshops to prevent conflict between traditional leaders, local authority church leaders, youth and women's groups.

The Delegation recommends that the EU should:

- support the Darfur-Darfur Dialogue and Consultation Secretariat;
- support the capacity of the government of South Sudan;
- support civil society and intertribal reconciliation.

Further conclusions are presented in the main report of this project, which can be found at: www.quaker.org/qcea
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